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the key to locating where the treasure is buried and the many examples of treasure maps have their roots in the book, hints for treasure hunters by marion howard, which i refer to as howard on treasure hunting. i have directly modified his ideas and interpretations of symbols and their meanings to suit
the philippines, the islands where the buried treasure is located. 16 this book contains the decoding of the many treasure symbols of the various japanese soldiers and mapmakers of the second world war, and the placing of them where they were buried. other sources used for the decoding of the treasure

maps include, 17 ' 16 ', 17 ' 17 ' and 18 my most current publication, encarta® philippines. before i discuss the actual treasure symbols and the symbols i have developed for the book, i would like to explain what i consider important in the subject of treasure hunting. i understand that it sounds
impossible, but i can assure you it is not difficult to understand the symbol but it is difficult to understand the treasure, its location, and when to dig for it. a symbol of a treasure buried millions of years ago cannot be understood and decoded until we know exactly where to dig. a treasure buried by
japanese soldiers cannot be decoded until we know where they were based, where they were stationed, and when they dug the treasure. i have learned the art of treasure hunting from the beginning, and today it is a very fascinating, exciting, and challenging hobby which fascinates even the most

skeptical and most experienced treasure hunters. as i have already mentioned, the purpose of this book is to help all treasure hunters.
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Today the story of the treasure and its location is only revealed when the treasure hunter discovers and digs the location. Even then, many of the treasure locations remain hidden for years or decades. This is a combination of a natural curiosity, fear of discovering something that is considered cursed, and
the power of humans over each other as an occupying power, and the fear of being charged with larceny and/or other crimes by those for whom those treasures rightfully belong. We have recently found over 3,000 precious artifacts, including gold and silver coins, gold ingots, black pearls, gold crosses,
gold watches, gold rings, ceremonial suits of armor, surgical knives, surgical instruments, ceramic urns with gold insets, diamond rings, earrings, necklaces, and much more. If you’d like to find out what’s hidden in your local area, we’d love to have you come out to the treasure hunt! Marcos, who had

been receiving guidance on his vault from his trusted psychic, Olof Jonsson since 1974, brought in Curtis on March 20, 1975, and formally introduced him as his brother-in-law. Curtis was introduced as a successful refiner and a retired mining engineer who understood the financial arrangements needed to
move gold on the black market. 82 Curtis had spent more than 30 years in the international gold industry. Curtis, who had retired from the industry in 1966, came to the Philippines as an engineer for Gold Exchange of America, where he had worked as a refiner. Later, he worked in Canada and the United
States as an executive for several gold companies. 83 Earlier, in 1948, he had been convicted of mishandling gold from the Department of the Navy and was released after two years. 84 He and his friends made a fortune in the stock market and spent their money liberally. Curtis invested in Rolls-Royces
and lots of expensive gifts. To this end, he and his friends were planning to take complete control of the Philippines gold industry when his mining company Gold Exchange of America left the Philippines. 85 Thus, he was enthusiastic to help Marcos build a huge smelter. The Marcos press recalled Golden
Lily as a valuable mineralized deposit that could support Marcos as a political leader and reinforce his image as a wise leader. 86 yamashita treasure signs and symbols pdf 198 yamashita treasure signs and symbols pdf 198 The American Legion, a veterans organization, was founded in 1919 and funded
in part by Grayson M.P. Murphy, a banker affiliated with J.P. Morgan. While the group was ostensibly designed to advocate for the interests of veterans, it also had a secondary role as a union-busting organization. 8 Members were reportedly issued baseball bats and encouraged to use them if they saw

signs of union activity at their industrial workplaces. 9 The Legion, which, with a membership of about one million, dwarfed the much smaller, 150,000-member VFW, was more concerned with the interests of big business and had the conservative, moneyed leadership to match. 10 5ec8ef588b
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